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In this book, the reader will discover the answers to:â€¢ Why love does not last in most

relationshipsâ€¢ Where you go after you die if you are preparedâ€¢ How to correct unconscious

datingâ€¢ How to keep loving relationships even after deathâ€¢ How to find your larger community of

aware individualsâ€¢ Discover the "not doing" of sex to maintain passion foreverâ€œSex Dreaming

resolves the most pressing personal dilemma of our time; how to have honest commitments in our

relationships and at the same time fulfill our destiny as magical beings.â€•Finally the readers of

Toltec literature, as revealed in contemporary times by Carlos Castaneda, are presented with the

missing key for their complete awareness. In his revolutionary book, Anthony Flores Vega has

brought back hitherto hidden nagual teachings from the last members of the Quetzalcoatl lineage.

Any detailed discussion of sexuality had been absent from the Rule of the Nagual . . . until this

moment in modern history.â€œThe Map of Sex Dreaming can lead us out of our estranged jungle.

We no longer have to accept the constraints of unconscious partnerships. There is a clearing

beyond the chaos, and it glitters in the full sunlight of honesty. We can at long last accept our true

nature, and love the totality of ourselves.â€•
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This book recapitulates the spiritual information of the Castaneda series of books, which introduced

us to the Toltec lineage teachings of don Juan Matus. I highly recommend it to those on the path of

spiritual knowledge; wanting to explore the highest form of lovemaking which is beyond the physical

realm.

I was not familiar with sex dreaming until I read this book. It was amazing. To think that this valuable

information has been unknown for a thousand years is astounding. I had read books by Carlos

Castaneda, and always wondered why he shied away from any discussions of sex. Well this book

answered all those questions as well. I recommend this book to anyone who has fallen out of love,

been divorced, or is now in the dating scene. I guess this covers everyone.

I was at first reluctant, then interested... But as the story progresses, I began to appreciate the

theme. The author presents himself as coming into the situation from a jaded almost 'ignorant'

position & being provided with 'too much' for him to take in... At first it's disheartening, but by the

end I feel sympathy for him. The message is what I found deep resonance with; and it unfolds from

the author's own predisposition into a refined perspective of human nature, which is essentially

sexual. Awareness binding each and every one of us in potential sexual union with one another;

cultivation of and intensification of this potential between two individuals openly and honestly

becomes the ground upon which the foundation for healthy relationships are built from this

perspective... And I feel beauty to shine from this message, through these pages, weaving around

the author's awkwardness.Read the book and I think this review will make more sense.

Unfortunately I am not sophisticated enough to paraphrase the text and provide witty commentary to

convince people to read the book... If you are in to Castaneda, this book elaborates a novel aspect

of the mythos he pioneered, but do not avoid the book if you aren't... The message is deeper than

this and deserves consideration... Not presented with the clarity and precision as Peter Wilberg, but

maybe that makes easier to relate to for a modern American.

This book offers a creative and innovative approach to keeping relationships deeply satisfying,

honest, and interesting. So many of us struggle with making love last. This guide helps you get to

the root of the issue that exists for so many couples. You'll expand into a new magical reality



together.

Even more than I expected. These are teachers with a true insight into our Nature's Source, with

practical ways for surviving this madness of a perfect world... The author is granted a glimpse of

their knowledge and brings us something real from his journey into worlds rarely experienced.- L.

ThompsonI highly recommend this book to anyone who has been a dedicated reader of Carlos

Castaneda, and recommend this to anyone who seeks a higher path of awareness. This book

opens the door to a subject never before touched upon.- M. Thompson
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